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This Guide (teaching) plan was developed as I taught it for my
Sportsman’s Class. We used a 26 week plan to cover the 13 Fresh
Tracks.

Guide Plan- 2

The plan has both a 26 week plan, where you spend two weeks of class
time for each Fresh Track, as well as a 13 week plan. The 13 weeks takes
each Fresh Track and uses it for a single class session.
You may not be able to cover all the material included in the 13 week
plan. Each individual class guide needs to decide which to use.
You may also want to consult some additional Bible Study helps in order
to prepare for the sessions. A great FREE Bible software that I use is ESword. You can find it at www.e-sword.net.
Edgar
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Fresh Track 1
“The Launch”
1- Explain “The Launch” Page 3. It has 5 treks in each Fresh Tack
suggested to be done one 5 days a week.
2- Explain The Trail Tacks purpose is to take time to reflect and write
their answer.
3- Explain the first week will focus on the salvation experience and what
will happen as they live out their lives as Christians.
Trek 1
1- Retell intro story (p 5-6). Ask how they fell about finding Fresh Tracks
when they are scouting or hunting.
2- Ask if they are any tracks that would cause them concern if they saw
them?

4- Ask for volunteers to read
Romans 3:23
Romans 5:8
Romans 6:23
Ask after each text what they say about man’s needs.
5-Read Romans 10:8-10 and talk about God’s remedy for sin.
6- Tell them that you would love to talk with them if they have not
accepted Christ.
Trek 2
1- Ask why light is important to hunter/fisherman.
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3- Explain why it is important to get on the right track spiritually. Read 2
Corinthians 13:5

2- Ask where do we find light for our path?
Read Ps 119:9 and 119:105. Tell them the Bible is where the light is
found.
3- Allow them to explore other things that claim to give light.
4- Read Matthew 15:14 (p 9) and brainstorm the questions that are in
the material.
5- Ask how they can apply Acts 17:11 to their lives.
***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
Trek 3
1- Ask for a definition of a crossroad.
2- Read Romans 7:19; 23 and talk about the conflict of doing right and
wrong.
3- State: Coming to a crossroad means we must make a decision. All of
us make wrong turns at times. We could call them detours.
4- What causes us to take a detour? Notice James 1:14
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5- Ask question # 1 on page 11.
6- Ask question # 2 on page 11.
7- Read 1 John 1:9 and explain repentance is getting back on the right
trail after taking a detour that is a dead end.
Trek 4
1- Have you ever gone on a guided hunt?
2- Who is our trail guide as Christians?
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3- Discuss the 2 purposes of the Holy Spirit from John 16:8.
4-Talk about the promise found in Ephesians 4:30 (p13)
5- Read Heb 7:25 and stress Christ interceding for us.
Trek 5
1- Ask question on page 14 top of page.
2- Ask what is meant by living sacrifice.
3- What does it mean to not be like the world?
4- What can help us to not be conformed?
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5- State our aim in life should be to find the will of God for our lives?
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Trek 6
1- Explain that in the next few weeks the focus will be on doctrine. It is
so we can find a sure foundation in the faith.
2- Ask what is your favorite part of creation?
3- Read Genesis 1:1 and ask what the statement declares to be fact.
4- As them to look at John 1:1-3 and discover who the instrument of
creation was.
5- Read Col 1:!7 and ask the question on page 8 that follows it.
Trek 7
1- State that God created man in a special act of creation.
2- Read Genesis 1:26-28 and ask what makes man superior to the
animals.
3- Ask how this makes them feel? (Question on page 20 bottom)
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4- Ask how different do you think the world is now than it was before
the fall.
5-Ask what is the most amazing part of the human body is in their
opinion.
6- Ask what do you think is meant in Psalms 139:14 when it says we are
remarkable and wonderful?
7- Restate that man was the crown of creation.
Trek 8
1- Discuss different animal tracks and common features.
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2- Read Genesis 1:20-23 and point out each after their kind in the verse.
Discuss the meaning of this.
3- Have them notice God used similar design in the tracks on page 23.
4- Read Genesis 1:26 & 2:20 and point out that man are to rule over
animals.
***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
Trek 9
1- Ask, Do you think there is any place man has not been on earth?
2- What evidence do we find that man has been places?
3- State that in this Trek we will see the contamination that came from
the fall.
4- Read Genesis 3:1-7 and ask class to listen for lies of the serpent. Then
discuss what was found.
5- Discuss what was the sin of the fall? It was disobedience so steer the
conversation to the act of disobedience.

7- Look at Genesis 3:7 and discuss the cover up.
8- Read Genesis 3:8 and discuss impact of fall on relationship of Adam
and God.
9- State that the entire world was affected by the fall. Discuss evidence
they have seen of this.
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6- Ask the question on page 25 at first trail marker.

Trek 10
1- Ask why we explore new areas in daylight if we can. Discuss the
dangers and their relationship to the fall.
2- Remind the group that death passed upon all of creation. (Read
Romans 5:12 and ask what evidence they have observed of this fact.
3- Read Genesis 3:17-19 and discuss first and second Trail Markers on
page 27.
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4- Ask question number 3 and 4 at trail marker 3 on page 27.
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Fresh Track 3
Trek 11
1- State that the outdoors is a great place to see God.
2- Read Romans 1:20 and ask question found at first Trail Marker on
page 30
3- Read Deut 6:4 and discuss “The Lord is One.” The word one in
Hebrew is a composite one like Adam and Eve became one. It is not
singular but plural.
4- Read Isaiah 44:6 and Isaiah 45:6 and discuss God’s claim of being
exclusive.
5- Look at the scripture passages on page 30 (last half of page) and let
the class find the evidence of the Trinity.
6- Ask the question on bottom of page 30. Be mindful of the examples
given on page 31 top of page.

Trek 12
1- State in the next 4 treks we are going to look at some attributes of
God that apply to all three in the Trinity.
2- Discuss question at first Trail Marker on page 32.
3- Read Isaiah 6:3 and ask the class to define Holy. (You may want to
write a dictionary definition to read.)
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7- Discuss the three purposes of Trinity from Scripture on page 31.
Remember the Father sent the Son, the Son came to seek the lost and
the Holy Spirit make the truth come alive.

4- Ask for ways they seem the holiness of God.
5- Ask what they think righteousness means. (You may want to write a
dictionary definition to read.)
6- State, “God calls us to holiness and righteous living.” Ask what
hinders us from achieving this goal.
7- Read Romans 3:23-24 and ask how it is possible for God to declare us
righteous. Remember that Christ imputes (puts on our account) His
righteousness.
8- Discuss how it makes them feel to know this.
***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
Trek 13
1- State we are going to discuss the attribute of God that He is all
knowing.
2- Ask When you think about God being all knowing what come to
mind?
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3- Read Ps 147:4-5 and discuss what is says about the knowledge of
God.
4- Point out that God knows us so intimately that He knows how many
hairs are on each head.
5- Ask the 2nd trail tack question on page 35.
6- State that one important aspect of God’s sovereignty is that He
knows what is best in each situation.

Trek 14
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1- State we are going to explore the all-seeing attribute of God.
2- Discuss the question in paragraph #2 page 36.
3- Read Proverbs 15:3 and discuss the meaning of the eyes of God.
4- Read Ps 139:11-12 and ask the class to discover things that do not
impede the sight or presence of God.
5- What are things that impeded our vision?
6- Ask what it means in 1 Chronicles 28:9 when it says God searches
heart and intent.

Trek 15
1- State we are going to learn about God being all powerful.
2- Discuss the most powerful animal on earth. What is it?
3- As Does God using energy make Him less powerful?
4- What does God being all powerful in relation to His plans mean? Read
Job 42:2 and Psalms 115:3.

6- Read Titus 1:2 and James 1:13 and discuss the things God cannot do.
State that He is only self-limited.
7- State that God can used even the most basic things to accomplish His
purpose and that He can give power to do His will.
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5- Talk about the Raw power of a thunderstorm and suggest the most
powerful thing we can observe is pale in comparison to God’s power.

Fresh Track 4
Trek 16
1- State Fresh Track 4 will led us into a study of three parts of our
salvation; justification, sanctification and glorification. Draw attention to
the second paragraph on page 41.
2- Explore and discuss the amnesia scenario presented in the first
paragraph on page 42.
3- Explain “back trails” is the analogy to cause us to look back at our
salvation and what happened when we were justified.
4- Ask members to define justification.
5- Read Job 9:27 and discuss who a man is justified.
6- Discuss how a holy and righteous God can allow anyone into his
heaven based on Romans 3:20.
7- Read and discuss Romans 3:22, 24.
8- Read Romans 3:26 and 2 Corinthians 5:21 and asks them to notice
how God declare us righteous without violating His holiness.
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9- Read Phil 3:19 and discuss.
Trek 17
1- Ask why we buy hunting and fishing licenses.
2- Read Romans 5:1-2 and ask class to identify three results of
justification.
3- Ask how they would define peace.
4- What does Isaiah 26:3 tell us about peace.
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5- Point out that access is the second benefit and ask why access is
important.
6- State that in the Old Testament time there was a huge curtain that
prevented access to the holy of holies and symbolically stood between
God and man.
7- Ask them to read Matthew 27:51 and find what happened to the veil
when Jesus died.
8- Ask what they think it means.
9- Read Hebrews 4:16 and discuss coming by grace and the meaning of
grace.
***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
Trek 18
1- State the next two part of salvation we will discuss are sanctification
and glorification.

3- Ask two people to read 2 Thessalonians and Romans 6:19, 22 and the
class to find two meanings of sanctification.
4- Ask ? at first trail tack on page 47.
5- Ask class to turn to Romans 6:1, 15. What are the two questions you
find here?
6- Discuss answer to? of Romans 6:1 (see Romans 6:2) and 2nd question
in Romans 6:15b.
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2- Ask what they have heard about being a saint.

Trek 19
1- State becoming more like Christ is like walking single file with Him in
the lead.
2- Ask people with different translations to read Romans 6:11.
3- Discuss being dead to sin. Bring Ephesians 4:22 and Colossians 3:9
into discussion.
4- Ask what you do when you come home from the field dirty and
grimy. (You change clothes and bathe)
5- State part of Sanctification is learning and holding to God’s promises.
6- Assign three Scriptures to three individuals to find God’s promises.
7- How do we access strength to continue to walk in sanctification?
Trek 20
1- State we next look at the part of our salvation that is to come,
glorification.
2- Read Romans 8:30 and point out glorified lies beyond life, beyond the
horizon.
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3- Read Romans 8:1 and see what the saved will avoid.
4- State another thing that makes glorification certain is that in God’s
mind we are already seated in Heaven. Read Ephesians 2:6-7
5- Help class explore 1 Corinthians 15:42-44, 15:51-53.
6- Point out the changes in nature that illustrate change in our future on
page 51.
7- Read last paragraph on page 51 (one before prayer)
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Fresh Track 5
Trek 21
1- Introduce Fresh Track 5 by telling the class that we will study God’s 3
institutions in this Fresh Track.
2- Ask if they know what the three are. (Family, Government and the
Church)
3- Paraphrase the intro story.
4- Ask the question at the Trail Tack 1 page 54.
5- Ask 3 people to read Scriptures and point out family intuitions given
by God.
6- Ask What do you think the enemy is using to destroy the home?
7- State that Homosexuality, promisousness and divorce are three we
will look at.

9- Read Lev 18:22-23, Romans 1:25-28 and show that God calls
homosexuality sin.
10- Read Matthew 2:13-16 and look at the warning about divorce.

Trek 22
1- Lead discussion of dominance in 1st paragraph page 56.
2- Ask question at first trail tack on page 56.
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8- Read Galatians 5:19 and 1 Thessalonians 4:3 and ask the class to
listen for what the bible says about sex before marriage.

3- Discuss question at Trail Tack 2 page 56. Point out some are
companionship, procreation by reading Genesis 2:18; Gen 1:28; and Ps
127:3
4- Ask how the world portrays child bearing in movies and on TV.
5- What do we need to pass along to our children as we nurture and
train them?
6- Read Psalms 127:4 and state the final function of the family is to send
their children out to change the world.

***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
Trek 23
1- Introduce the institution of government by discussing rules of camp
and first Trail Tack question.
2- Ask what are the different layers of government we have. City,
county, local, state and federal. Point out that any organization that has
laws to govern their activities are forms of government.
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3- Ask what is opposite of government and ask them to describe the
world without government.
4- Ask class to answer series of Trail Tack questions as you read Romans
13:1-4
Trek 24
1- State the 3rd institution from God was the church.
2- Point out that the Old Testament mystery was Jews and Gentiles
becoming one in Christ.
3- Read Matthew 16:18 and ask them who established the church.
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4- Ask the class to look at the list of ways the church is pictures and find
their favorite.
5- Read Acts 1:21,22 2:41 and point out that the church is made up of
only baptized believers.
6- State that there are two ordinances that the Lord gave the church,
the Lord’s Supper and Baptism.
7- Explore these from the Scriptures given on page 61 2nd Trail Tack.

Trek 25
1- Introduce the purposes of the church by discussing different things
that are hard to figure out the purpose of from first paragraph.
2- Ask question on page 62 1st Trail Tack.
3- Assign each of the 5 functions to individuals or groups by asking them
to look at them for 5 minutes or so and briefly discuss each and define
them. If this is not possible to do lead a discussion of each function.
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4- Restate the three intuitions of God are Family, Government and the
Church.
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Trek 26
1- Take your favorite call to class and begin the session by calling with it.
Don’t worry, they call worse than you do, so go for it.
2- Ask what successes and failures they have had calling game.
3- State that we are going to study the language of the saved that is like
learning a foreign language at times.
4- Ask why they think it is important that we understand the language
of the Bible and the saved. Use first paragraph on page 66 to add to the
answer.
5- Ask them how they would define the word Doctrine.
6- Ask someone to read Matthew 7:28 and Matthew 16:12 and talk
about the two kinds of doctrine.
7- Read 2 Timothy 3:16 and ask them to listen for the purpose of sound
doctrine.
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8- Again asks them to define doctrine and then ask them to define born
again.
9- Ask the class to each read John 3:1-8 and see what two ways we must
be born. (Physical and Spiritual)
10- Discuss that faith is the thing the Holy Spirit uses to give us a
spiritual birth.
11- Again out of John 3:1-8 answer the question on page 67 .
Trek 27
1- Ask if they ever have gotten a chance at a second shot. Did they make
it count?
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2- State that we are going to look at redemption now.
3- Point out that redemption has three meanings. 1- pay a ransom price,
2- remove from the slave market, 3- to affect a full release.
4- Look at each one of these with the Scripture provided on page 68-69.
5- Move the discussion to the next word, Regeneration by using the
examples of change on page 69.
6- Read 1 Corinthians 5:17 and discuss the new nature we get when we
experience regeneration.
7-Define Regeneration.
***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************

2- Ask them to define substitution and discuss other sports substitutions
occur? (Remember basketball, football are two)
3- Use the verses and questions found on page 70 to discuss substation.
Make sure to point out that Christ substitution was permanent.
4- Asks if they have ever experienced a conflict with another hunter
over land or a stand.
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Trek 28
1- Ask if they know of anyone who has tried to substitute someone else
on a draw hunt when someone could not make it. Make sure to tell
them to not confess too much and make sure it is always someone they
know.

5- Read 2 Cor 5:19 and talk about trespassing.
6- Use the material on page 71 to define reconciliation.
7- Explore 2 Corinthians 5:18-19 and make sure they find that Christ has
reconciled us and then given us the ministry of reconciliation.
Trek 29
1- Have you ever had someone who stood up for you?
2- State: The Old Testament sacrifices were a picture of the Messiah
that would come.
3- Ask that Romans 5:11 be read by several different translations.
4- Explain that the High Priest would go into the Holies of Holies one
time a year with a blood sacrifice for the atonement, payment for sin.
Read Heb 9:7
5- Point out the fact that atonement is only accomplished with the
shedding of blood.
6- Introduce Propitiation by reading the definition on page 73 and
discuss the verses on page 73.
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7- Ask can anyone be good enough to not need Christ to appease God
for them.
8- Talk about the result of propitiation found on page 74.
Trek 30
1- Introduce Conversation by asking if they have ever had or know of
some who took a rifle and modified it, converted it to another caliber.
2- Ask what are some things that are converted from one form to
another.
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3- Read Psalms 51:13 and point out repentance and conversion are both
in this verse.
4- Ask what repentance is not. Use material on page 76 to discuss it.
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5- Point out that conversion is not only turning from something but also
turning to something. Faith is a turning from sin to Christ.
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Trek 31
1- How sad are you when your favorite season closes for the year?
2- Introduces Fresh Track 7 by telling we wills study after the final
season of life by looking at death and the resurrection, transformation
of the body, the second coming, judgment and the new heaven and new
earth.
3- Read Genesis 33:2 and 5:3-5 and point out two types of death are
spiritual and physical.
4- Ask question at second Trail Tack on page 78.
5- Point out death came by Adam but life comes by Christ. Read 1
Corinthians 15:21-22/
6- Ask what it means to be made alive in Christ.
7- Read 1 Corinthians 15:19-20 and talk about our hope is not only here
but beyond.
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8- Read 1 Corinthians 15:55-57 pointing out by faith in Christ we have
victory over death.
Trek 32
1-Use first paragraph to introduce transformation of the body.
2- Asks question at first Trail Tack page 80.
3- Use third paragraph on page 80 to point out that we will be like
Christ.
4- Ask why transformation if necessary for us?
5- Read 1 Corinthians 15:50 and ask what cannot enter heaven.
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6- Ask class to search 1 Corinthians 15:42-44 provided in text and find
changes (transformations) that must take place.
7- Remind the class of the truth in the last statement on page 81.

***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
Trek 33
1- Ask have you ever had a tracking problem finding game? Ever tracked
down an animal?
2- Make the statement, “It is possible that you will not die.” Back this up
by reading 1 Corinthians 15:51-52
3- Ask the class to read Matthew 24:3
4- State that the time of Christ’s second coming will remain a mystery
but we can read the signs.

6- Read 2 Peter 3:3-5 and state that scoffers will be a sign. Ask what
they think this means and how they see this today.

Trek 34
1- State the final checking station is an analogy for the judgments to
come.
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5- Read Matthew 24:37 and ten ask the class to look at Matthew 24:3841 and find the signs of His coming Look at Genesis 6:11-13 for the
information that there was violence and corruption on earth.

2- Ask if they have ever participated in the stories of the checking
stations.
3- Ask the class what Hebrews 9:27 says happens after death.
4- Ask the class to explore John 5:22 and 2 Timothy 4:1 and find who
will judge all things.
5- State the Bible teaches two different judgments, the judgment seat of
Christ and the Great White Throne judgment.
6- Ask two members to read Roman 14:10 and 2 Corinthians 5:9-10 and
answer question 2 on bottom of page 84.
7- State the Judgment Seat of Christ is where believers will appear and
that the Great White Throne Judgment is where lost men will appear.
8- Lead discussion of Revelation 20:11-15 to find answers to second trail
tack questions on page 85.
9- Read Hebrew 2:3 and state there is no escape if we neglect Christ.
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10- Read 2 Corinthians 5:11 and state it is important that we persuade
people about Christ.

Trek 35
1- Remind the class that when we studied glorification we talked about
what lies beyond the horizon of life. (see p 50-51)
2- State in this last trek of the section Sure Foundation we are going to
peek into eternity.
3- Ask them to image what they imagined earth was like before the fall.
4- Point them to Trail Tack on bottom of page 86 and ask them to stop
you as you read Revelation 21:1-5 when they hear an answer.
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5- Read 2 Peter 3:7, 10-12 and discuss what will happen to the creation
we now know.
6- Ask how many have heard there will be a new earth in eternity. Read
Isaiah 65:17. Also point the new earth in Revelation 21:15 on page 86.
7- Ask what they image it will be like.
8- Tell them to Read Revelation 21:6-27 late to see what the satellite
city will be like.
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Sure Foundation Question
What have you learned from this section of Pursuing Fresh Tracks?
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Trek 36
1- Ask if they have ever know someone who bought guns, bows, fishing
poles and all sorts of gear but never used it.
2- State that many Christians come to church, learn how to do things
and never get into the field to use them.
3- Point out that we are moving into the section following the signs
which will help us put into practice things of the faith now that we have
a sure foundation.
4-Has anyone gone to a Wildlife dinner or some other venue to learn
from a master caller his technique?
5- Ask if anyone has ever gotten to really know these men.
6- Discuss the difference in getting to know God and having access to
Him as opposed to these master callers.
7- Search Genesis 4 and ask them to find the 1st mention of prayer.
8- Ask question at first Trail Tack on page 90.
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9- Ask someone to read Hebrews 4:14-16 and see access we have to
God.
10- Read and lead a discussion of Philippians 4:16 about what we need
to be in prayer about.
11- Point out another competent of prayer is listening. Ask question 2nd
paragraph page 91.
12- State prayer is also an act of worship.
13- Point out that we can pray in any position and any place.
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14- State 1 Thessalonians 5:17 tells us to pray continually.
15- Help the class realize that prayer is more than having the exact
words to say or formula to use. It is simply talking with the Father.
Trek 37
1- Tell the class the title of Trek 37 is closed roads. Ask if they have ever
found a road closed that denied them access while in the outdoors.
2- Read Isaiah 59:1-2 and discover and discuss what closes the road in
prayer.
3- Read Ps 66:18 to reinforce that sin closes the prayer road.
4- Ask the question on bottom of page 92 trail tack.
5- Restate the way to open access in your own words based on
paragraph 2 and 3 on page 93.
6- Read 1 John 1:9 and discuss how it applies to opening the closed
road.

***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
Trek 38
1- Ask if they ever wished they knew what a squirrel was saying?
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7- Read John 13:5-10 and discuss daily confession to keep prayer road
open.

2- State talking with God sometimes can be difficult but we have a
translator.
3- Read and discuss Romans 8:26 and ask if they have ever not known
how to pray.
4- Ask how they think the Holy Spirit knows how to pray for us.
5- Read Romans 8:27 and discuss
6- Read 2nd paragraph page 95 and ask for comments.
7- Ask them to find different types of prayer in 3rd paragraph page 95.
8- Ask if they know the different types of prayer answers. Yes, no, later.
9- Explore Daniel 9:19-22 page 95 last 2 Trail Tacks and discuss spiritual
battle in prayer.
Trek 39
1- Ask what type calls do you use at times to call another animal (owl
hoots is one)
2- State that most animals do not come to another animals call.
3- Ask and answer questions at end of paragraph 3 page 96.
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4- Discuss questions on page 96 2/3 Trail Tacks using James 4:2-3.
5- Ask if they have ever not called from lack of confidence.
6- Ask if they have ever not prayed from lack of confidence. Rad
Ephesians 3:12.
7- Read and discuss Philippians 4:6.

Trek 40
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1- Have you ever wondered if the animals hear your call?
2- Ever wonder if God hears your prayers?
3- Ask why we feel God is not listening at times.
4- Ask if they have called louder or shut up when they do not respond.
5- Read Matthew 6:7-8 and discuss Trail Tack question page 98.
6- Use last paragraph page 98 to discuss question on top of page 99.
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7- Discuss the model prayer page 99 by reading Matthew 6:9-13.
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Trek 41
1- Ask how many magazines that the men subscribe to? Why do they
subscribe?
2- Ask if they have ever looked at satellite photos and maps to learn or
unlock their hunting terrain.
3- Ask, do we consult God’s guide book (the Bible) as often?
4-Read 2 Timothy 3:16-17and discuss.
5- Ask Trail Tack question on page 102.
6- Read 2nd paragraph page 102 beginning with “Over the ….”
7- Ask 2nd Trail Tack question on page 102.
8- Discuss the analogy of the paragraph beginning with “Jesus taught…”
9- Ask the question from next to last paragraph page 102 and discuss
the things that distract us in the outdoors. Use last Trail Tack question.
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10- Read James 1:21 and discuss what needed removed from our lives
so we can hear God.
11- Discuss the benefits of hearing God.
12- Ask last Trail Tack question on page 103.
Trek 42
1- Ask if they have every anticipated the next issue of their favorite
magazine arriving?
2- Ask Trail Tack number one question page 104.
3- Read Job 23:12 and discuss the value of God’s Word.
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4- Lead the men in discovering out of 1 Corinthians 2:11-16 why the
Spirit revealing the Word into our hearts is critical.
5- Ask how often we eat?
6- Read Deuteronomy 17:19 and discuss need for daily intake of God’s
Word.
7- Assign 4 men or groups to discuss the four ways of reading the Word
of God and explain them to the group.
***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
Trek 43
1- When does work begin on a trip (hunt or fish)?
2- When does the work begin in relation to God’s Word? Not just in
reading but in studying.
3- Reintroduce the Bereans. Read Acts 17:11 and ask what they did
daily?

5- Use paragraph #2 page 107 to lead discussion in ways to study God’s
Word.
6- Point out the 6 questions on page 107 3rd paragraph.
7- Use John 3:1-21 to practice the questions.
8- Talk about resources to study with.
9- Point out suggestions in last paragraph before prayer.
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4- Read 2 Timothy 2:15 and Ask Trail Tack questions.

Trek 44
1- Ask if the every heard italic words from 1st paragraph.
2- Point out we memorize and know by heart a lot of things like
ballistics etc.
3- Point out we need to memorize and meditate on God’s word. Read
Proverbs 7:3.
4- Use Psalms 119:11 And 105 to discover benefits of Scripture
memorization.
5- Review tips to help in memorization.
6- Encourage them to start memorizing.
7- Talk about moving from memorization to meditation. Read Psalms
1:2-3.
8- Ask what benefits there are in meditating on God’s Word.
9- Use Romans 12:2, Proverbs 4:23 and Joshua 1:8 and discuss.

Guide Plan- 32

Trek 45
1- Talk about passage from boyhood to manhood based on 1st
paragraph.
2- Read James 1:22-25 and discuss moving the Word of God out into our
lives.
3- Discuss the 3 questions to help move the Word into life page 111112.
4- Ask 3 Trail Tack question son page 112.
5- Read Revelation 3:15-16 and discuss being hot for God.
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Fresh Track 10
Trek 46
1- Ask have you ever personally or have known about someone who had
to be rescued from the outdoors?
2- What cause men to be independent?
3- Ask question page 114 first Trail Tack.
4- Read Hebrews 10:24-25 and discuss 2nd and 3rd Trail Tack question.
5- Look at the four ways the church is referred to in the Bible and
discuss.
Trek 47
1-Ask what the purpose of a camp or blind is?
2- Point out the 5 purposes of the church from page 116.
3- Lead the class to explore worship from Scripture and then define
worship.

5- Ask what hinders and enhances fellowship.
5- Ask 2 question on page 117 at Trail Tack

***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
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4- Lead class to explore fellowship by using Acts 4:32.

Trek 48
1- Point out that the two previous purposes we have discussed are
worship and fellowship.
2- Discuss how hunting and fishing knowledge is passed from generation
to generation.
3- Connect this to Discipleship, the 3rd purpose.
4- Read Luke 6:40 and discuss the tool of discipleship helping us in day
to day sanctification.
5- Ask question Trail Tack one page 118.
6- Ask what comes to mind when you hear the word ministry.
7- Discuss serving by asking what comes to mind when you hear serve.
8- Read Matthew 10:42 and discuss.
9- Ask Trail Tack question #1 on page 119.
10- Read Psalms 96:3 to introduce evangelism/missions.
11- Ask question at Trail Tack 2 page 119.
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12- Read Matthew 28:19-20 and discuss the great commission.
13- Ask Trail Tack question #3 page 119.
Trek 49
1- Ask the class to read first paragraph page 120 and ask if they have
had similar experiences. Trail Tack question #1 page 120.
2- Read Hebrews 3:15 and discuss what is needed for personal worship.
3- Ask Trail Tack question #1 page 121.
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4- Discuss the differences between private and public worship.
5- Read Psalms 22:3 and ask how it applies.
Trek 50
1- Ask what it cost to pursue the outdoors? Why?
2- Discuss why it is necessary for church to have money.
3- Ask Trail Tack question #1 page 122.
4- Read and discuss Mal 3:8.
5- Read Proverbs 3:9 and discuss.
6- Read 2 Corinthians 9:6-7 and discuss analogy page 1234 1st
paragraph.
7- Ask question at Trail Tack #2 page 123.
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8- Discuss promise from God if we are faithful in tithing.
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Fresh Track 11
Trek 51
1- Ask what the purpose of the rut and spawn is.
2- What would happen if we did not have the rut or spawn for years?
3- Ask why it is important that new children are born into God’s family
for each generation.
4- Read John 4:35 and discuss the need of moving out into the field of
harvest.
5- Ask Trail Tack question #1 on page 126.
6- Read Matthew 4:19 and ask what fishers of men means.
7- Read Matthew 4:20 and use the response to encourage the group to
consider reaching out this way.
8- Ask how God sees men? Use next to last paragraph on page 126.
9- Read Jude 1:22-23 and ask trail tack question #1 on page 127.
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10- Ask why there should be an urgency to win our friends.
11- Read John 9:4 and then read last paragraph before prayer.
Trek 52
1- Ask if they have ever had barriers that denied access to hunting or
fishing.
2- Ask trail tack question #2 page 128. Use the next paragraph to
discuss.
3- Read Acts 1:8 and use 1st paragraph page 129 to discuss.
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4- Ask 1st trail tack question on page 129.
5- Read Acts 24:24-26 and find fences Felix had. (Next paragraph has
answers.)
6- Ask, what can we do when we are rejected. (Use first paragraph page
129)
7- Point out we can pray for them.
NOTE: Ask them to pay close attention to Trek 55 for next session.

***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
Trek 53
1- State that Trek 53 will challenge us to be active in pursuing men.
2- Ask what are some things we overcome to hunt for game.
3- Ask question at Trail Tack #1 page 130.

5- Read and discuss Matthew 9:37-38.
6- Remind the group that the Holy Spirit must break down barriers in
hearts that resist the gospel.
7- Discuss ways to prepare to witness.
8- Using Proverbs 27:17 talk about steering conversations toward Christ
by.
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4- Ask what do they fell is the greatest barrier to witnessing.

Trek 54
1- Do we often find men who do not like to tell about their favorite
honey hole? Perhaps we are asking wrong question.
2- Ask Trail Tack question #1 page 132.
3- State there are many questions to ask that lead into a good
discussion of spiritual matters.
4- Discuss exploring questions page 133 first paragraph.
5- Discuss more personal question page 133 2nd paragraph.
6- Discuss final questions question on page 133 3rd paragraph.
7- Read 4h paragraph page 133.
8- Ask question at Trail Tack page 133 bottom of page.
Trek 55
1- Restate in you own words first paragraph page 134.
2- State the one thing no one can dispute found in 2nd paragraph page
134. (What happened to someone else.)
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3- Read provided scripture page 134 to find evidence of personal
testimony.
4- Read first paragraph page 135 and ask Trail Tack question #1 page
135.
5- Use Scripture related to Paul’s testimony to discover and discuss
what Paul included in His testimony.
6- As time allows ask members to share their testimony.
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Fresh Track 12
Trek 56
1- Ask if they have ever had a mentor?
2- Discuss synonymous words. Use last paragraph page 137-138.
3- Assign scripture page 138 to 5 individuals or groups. Ask them to find
mentoring words in them.
4- Read statement before Trail Tack 1 page 138 and ask question there.
5- Discuss mentoring using 1st paragraph page 139 to point out it take
many forms.
6- Discuss 3rd paragraph page 139 and ask if they can ID someone who
they want as a mentor or to become a mentor too.
7- Point out goal in 4th paragraph page 139.

Trek 57
1- Ask it they have ever hunted with someone they did not trust.

3- Ask how we can build the trust needed. Discuss the info first
paragraph page 140 and discuss Trail Tack page 140.
4- Discuss importance of keeping promises. Ask Trail Tack question #1
page 141.
5- Point out it is important to not be a know it all. Discuss.
6- Read Matthew 23:2-3 and discuss Trail Tack question #2 page 141.
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2- State a mentoring relationship must begin with a bond of trust.

7- Restate mentoring must be a safe place. Use material in last
paragraph page 141.
8- Discuss prayer on page 141.

***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
Trek 58
1- Talk about importance of multiply generations. Use question last of
2nd paragraph.
2- Read 2 Timothy 2:2 pointing out and discussing the last five words.
(Trail Tack #1 page 142)
3- How do we do this? Discuss using suggestions page 142.
4- Ask question Trail Tack #2 page 143.
Trek 59
1- Would people say you are an encourager?
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2- Discuss Trail Tack question #1 page 144.
3- Read Hebrews 10:24 and discuss Trail Tack #2 page 144.
4- Read Acts 4:36 and point out Barnabas’ nickname.
5- Ask Trail Tack question #3 page 144.
6- Point out one way Barnabas dis this was giving resources (Acts 4:37)
7- Read Acts 9:26-29 and discuss encouragement found.
8- Discuss ways to put this into practice.
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9- Read Acts 11:23 and discuss Trail Tack #3 page 145.
Trek 60
1- Ask could you say follow me as I follow Christ?
2- Read 2 Thessalonians 3:6-9 and discuss.
3- Discuss fourth paragraph page 146.
4- Point out statement in paragraph #5 page 146.
5- Discuss passing along wisdom and not just knowledge.
6- Read James 1:5.
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7- Point out being a mentor is a process of learning.
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Fresh Track 13
Trek 61
1- Point out that we are completing the circle from knowing we are
saved to exploring how to know God’s will for our lives.
2- Ask if they have ever needed to depend on an instrument then found
the batteries dead.
3- Discuss reading a map and compass.
4- Point out fact of 1st sentence of 3rd paragraph page 150.
5- Use scale to evaluate on page 150.
6- Ask question in paragraph 5 (Am I…?
7- Point out that we can be sure it is God’s will that men be saved. )Rad
1 Peter 3:9)
8- Ask if we can get so dependent on our own will that we forget to seek
God’s will? Point out truth of 1st and 2nd sentence page 151.
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9- Read Romans 12:2 and ask Trail Tack question page 151. Use next
sentence to expand. Read Roman 7:23.
10- Use Col 1:9 to show we can help others know God’s will by praying
for them.

Trek 62
1-Introduce the spiritual gifts portion by using paragraphs 1 and 2.
2- Read and discuss 1 Cor 7:7.
3- Point out that the Holy Spirit decides what gift(s) each believer has.
Use 1 Cor 12:11
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4- Ask 2 individuals to read 1 Peter 4:10 and 1 Cor 12:7
5- Assign individuals or groups the blocks of Scripture to find spiritual
gifts found in them.
6- Encourage them to explore spiritual gifts individually to find theirs.
***********************************************************
(End Session Here if you are using the 26 week teaching plan. For the 13 week
plan continue on.)

***********************************************************
Trek 63
1-Ask if they have dropped everything to go hunting or fishing when
circumstances changes to allow.
2- State God’s will sometimes come wrapped in opportunities.
3- Read Gal 6:10 and ask Trail Tack question #1 page 155.
4- Read Philippians 4:10 and point out they recognized opportunity to
support Paul.

6- Point out circumstances is another way to find God’s will. Ask Trail
Tack question #1 page 156.
7- Ask how we overcome apprehensions about serving.
8- Ask Trail Tack question #3 p 156.

Trek 64
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5- Ask Trail Tack question #2 page 155.

1- Ask if anyone is will to share a time when they felt God calling them
to do something.
2- Read Judges 6:36-40 and discuss Trail Tack question page 157 & 158.
3- Ask if they believe God knows how to speak to us. Why?
4- Discuss couple of warnings in last paragraph on page 158.
Trek 65
1- Ask if they have ever lost a blood trail.
2- Ask if they have ever wondered if they gave up too early.
3- Point out this is the last trek but the journey with God continues.
4- Read Acts 13:22 and encourage the men to have this as a lofty goal.
5- Read Matthew 25:21 and encourage them to pursue these words at
the end of life.

Guide Plan- 44

6- Discuss questions in wrapping it up.
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